Modernizing Enterprise IT: Motivators and Challenges

What are Top CIO Priorities?

Here’s what CIOs have planned for the next 12 months:

- Protect against security breaches
- More to a cloud-first and mobile-first strategy
- Changing security needs
- Digital transformation
- Adopt on-premise applications

What is driving this shift to modernization? These are among the top drivers:

- Security
- Agility
- Productivity

How CIOs are modernizing IT?

Top initiatives among respondents include:

- Add more security features - 74%
- Increase automation - 66%
- Adopt one cloud application - 62%
- Enable a digital workforce - 60%

The Pain of Change

Modernizing IT is not without risks. The presence of interwoven users, applications and instances.

58% say fear of changing critical IT assets
46% say concerns about managing scale on end users
46% say concerns about managing impact on end users

How Okta Can Help

Okta can help you overcome this modernization IT. By working with Okta on your transformation, you can back up both of these goals:

- Easily deploy new or app - breeze from 5,000 person app integrations
- Securely by protecting identity - it’s the core perimeter
- Connect with existing legacy infrastructure for end-to-end APIs
- Help teams with a vendor-neutral strategy

Learn more about how Okta can assist with your IT modernization journey at okta.com